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Product: 

Product category: 

Location:  

Conveyed material: 

Conveyor belt width: 

Conveyor belt speed: 

Rate: 

Installation date: 

Date of first service inspection: 

K-Polymer® Conveyor Rollers

Conveyor Hardware

Power Station Yallourn

Brown Coal

1200 mm to 1400 mm

4.5 to 5.0 metres per second

2400 tonnes per hour

Progressively installed more than 8000 polymer rollers since 2003 

Monthly since initial trial in 2003, using thermal imaging

Previous problem: The Yallourn Power Station commenced operations in 1974 with four 

generating units commissioned between 1974 and 1982.  Every hour 

2,400 tonnes of brown coal is used to boil water into superheated steam 

to drive four turbine generators. 

“Given the intensity of our operations, we would have a regular change 

out of 50 steel rollers per month, on conveyors rising from ground floor 

to 14th floor in the power station.  Access is very steep and long, so with 

steel rollers typically weighing 12kg each it was becoming a manual 

handling issue with an ageing workforce”  

http://www.kinder.com.au/product/k-polymer-conveyor-rollers-conveyor-bulk-materials-handling/
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Resolution: “The Sales Engineering team at Kinder Australia looked at our 

operations and suggested the change to light weight polymer roller.  

Now that we have trialled them successfully we could never go back to 

steel rollers because we know how extremely capable and reliable the 

polymer rollers are.  It was a brilliant solution to our manual handling 

issue. 

Two further benefits of using Kinder Australia’s polymer rollers is that 

they minimise our fire risk when compared to steel rollers  - this is 

critical to us with fire being our major risk. 

In summary the K-Polymer® Conveyor Rollers are a cost effective 

solution, they are economically viable and also recyclable.  Another 

positive is that the polymer rollers create much less noise so our 

general working environment has improved, and everyone is very 

delighted about that!”  


